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Season 2016-2017
Tuesday, February 14,
at 8:30

The Philadelphia Orchestra
Cristian Măcelaru Conductor
Talise Trevigne Soprano
Musa Ngqungwana Bass-baritone
Gershwin/orch. Bennett Overture to Girl Crazy
Gershwin Lullaby, for strings
Gershwin Selections from Porgy and Bess
1. Introduction
2. “Summertime”
3. “I Got Plenty O’ Nuttin’”
4. “My Man’s Gone Now”
5. “Bess, You Is My Woman Now”
6. “I Loves You, Porgy”
Gershwin/arr. & orch. Brown Promenade (Walking the
Dog)
Gershwin/arr. Bennett Gershwin in Hollywood
Gershwin An American in Paris
This program runs approximately 1 hour, 30 minutes, and will be
performed without an intermission.

Philadelphia Orchestra concerts are broadcast on WRTI
90.1 FM on Sunday afternoons at 1 PM. Visit wrti.org
to listen live or for more details.
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Steven Spielberg’s film E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial has always
held a special place in my heart, and I personally think
it’s his masterpiece. In looking at it today, it’s as fresh and
new as when it was made in 1982. Cars may change,
along with hairstyles and clothes … but the performances,
particularly by the children and by E.T. himself, are so
honest, timeless, and true, that the film absolutely qualifies
to be ranked as a classic.
What’s particularly special about today’s concert is that we’ll
hear one of our great symphony orchestras, The Philadelphia
Orchestra, performing the entire score live, along with the
complete picture, sound effects, and dialogue.
I know I speak for everyone connected with the making of
E.T. in saying that we’re greatly honored by this event … and
I hope that today’s audience will find great joy in experiencing
this magical film.
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The Philadelphia Orchestra
Jessica Griffin

The Philadelphia Orchestra
is one of the preeminent
orchestras in the world,
renowned for its distinctive
sound, desired for its
keen ability to capture the
hearts and imaginations of
audiences, and admired for
a legacy of imagination and
innovation on and off the
concert stage. The Orchestra
is inspiring the future and
transforming its rich tradition
of achievement, sustaining
the highest level of artistic
quality, but also challenging—
and exceeding—that level,
by creating powerful musical
experiences for audiences at
home and around the world.
Music Director Yannick
Nézet-Séguin’s connection
to the Orchestra’s musicians
has been praised by
both concertgoers and
critics since his inaugural
season in 2012. Under his
leadership the Orchestra
returned to recording, with
two celebrated CDs on
the prestigious Deutsche
Grammophon label,
continuing its history of
recording success. The
Orchestra also reaches
thousands of listeners on the
radio with weekly Sunday
afternoon broadcasts on
WRTI-FM.

Philadelphia is home and
the Orchestra continues
to discover new and
inventive ways to nurture
its relationship with its
loyal patrons at its home
in the Kimmel Center,
and also with those who
enjoy the Orchestra’s area
performances at the Mann
Center, Penn’s Landing,
and other cultural, civic,
and learning venues. The
Orchestra maintains a strong
commitment to collaborations
with cultural and community
organizations on a regional
and national level, all of which
create greater access and
engagement with classical
music as an art form.
The Philadelphia Orchestra
serves as a catalyst for
cultural activity across
Philadelphia’s many
communities, building an
offstage presence as strong
as its onstage one. With
Nézet-Séguin, a dedicated
body of musicians, and one
of the nation’s richest arts
ecosystems, the Orchestra
has launched its HEAR
initiative, a portfolio of
integrated initiatives that
promotes Health, champions
music Education, eliminates
barriers to Accessing the
orchestra, and maximizes

impact through Research.
The Orchestra’s awardwinning Collaborative
Learning programs engage
over 50,000 students,
families, and community
members through programs
such as PlayINs, side-bysides, PopUP concerts,
free Neighborhood
Concerts, School Concerts,
and residency work in
Philadelphia and abroad.
Through concerts, tours,
residencies, presentations,
and recordings, The
Philadelphia Orchestra is
a global ambassador for
Philadelphia and for the
US. Having been the first
American orchestra to
perform in China, in 1973
at the request of President
Nixon, the ensemble today
boasts a new partnership with
Beijing’s National Centre for
the Performing Arts and the
Shanghai Oriental Art Centre,
and in 2017 will be the firstever Western orchestra to
appear in Mongolia. The
Orchestra annually performs
at Carnegie Hall while also
enjoying summer residencies
in Saratoga Springs, NY, and
Vail, CO. For more information
on The Philadelphia
Orchestra, please visit
www.philorch.org.
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Conductor-in-Residence
Sorin Popa

Winner of the 2014 Solti Conducting Award and newly
appointed music director and conductor of the Cabrillo
Festival of Contemporary Music (beginning in 2017),
Cristian Măcelaru is conductor-in-residence of The
Philadelphia Orchestra. He began his tenure as assistant
conductor in September 2011 and became associate
conductor in November 2012. He made his Orchestra
subscription debut in April 2013 stepping in for Jaap
van Zweden. Mr. Măcelaru came to public attention
in February 2012 when he conducted the Chicago
Symphony as a replacement for Pierre Boulez. In the
current season Mr. Măcelaru returns to the National
Symphony and the symphony orchestras of St. Louis,
San Diego, Milwaukee, Colorado, Detroit, and Vancouver.
Internationally he leads the Bavarian Radio, Gothenburg,
and City of Birmingham symphonies; the Rotterdam,
Royal Flemish, and New Japan philharmonics; the WDR
Sinfonieorchester; the Weimar Staatskapelle; and the
Halle and Royal Scottish National orchestras.
Mr. Măcelaru received the 2012 Sir Georg Solti Emerging
Conductor Award, a prestigious honor only awarded once
before in the Foundation’s history. He has participated
in the conducting programs of the Tanglewood Music
Center and the Aspen Music Festival, studying under
David Zinman, Rafael Frühbeck de Burgos, Oliver
Knussen, and Stefan Asbury. Mr. Măcelaru’s main studies
were with Larry Rachleff at Rice University, where he
received master’s degrees in conducting and violin
performance. He completed undergraduate studies in
violin performance at the University of Miami.
An accomplished violinist, Mr. Măcelaru was the youngest
concertmaster in the history of the Miami Symphony and
made his Carnegie Hall debut with that orchestra at age
19. He also played in the first violin section of the Houston
Symphony for two seasons. Formerly he held the position
of resident conductor at Rice University’s Shepherd
School of Music. Mr. Măcelaru was the founder and
artistic director of the Crisalis Music Project, a program in
which young musicians performed in a variety of settings,
side-by-side with established artists. He also served as a
conductor with the Houston Youth Symphony.
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Soloist
Kingmond Young

American soprano Talise Trevigne began the 2016-17
season at Kentucky Opera in the title role of Puccini’s
Madame Butterfly. Other performance highlights of the
current season include Richard Strauss’s Four Last Songs in
a return engagement with the City of Birmingham Symphony;
the world premiere of Jake Heggie’s It’s a Wonderful Life
at Houston Grand Opera; Leila in Bizet’s The Pearl Fishers
at North Carolina Opera; and the title role in Gershwin’s
Porgy and Bess in a new production by Francesca Zambello
at the Glimmerglass Festival. She makes her Philadelphia
Orchestra debut with tonight’s performance.
Ms. Trevigne’s recent performances include her role
debut as Cio-Cio-San in Madame Butterfly at North
Carolina Opera and the title role in Mascagni’s Iris at
Bard SummerScape Festival. A passionate supporter
and interpreter of contemporary music, she sang the
world premiere of Heggie’s song cycle Pieces of 9/11:
Memories from Houston at Houston Grand Opera. Her
solo CD, At the Statue of Venus (GPR Records), featuring
music by Mr. Heggie and Glen Roven, quickly climbed to
the top of the U.S. record charts. She is featured on Mr.
Heggie’s latest recording, here/after: songs of lost voices,
alongside tenor Stephen Costello, mezzo-soprano Joyce
DiDonato, and baritone Nathan Gunn. Other appearances
in works by Mr. Heggie include Sister Rose in Dead
Man Walking and Pip the cabin boy in Moby-Dick, a role
specially written for her and which she inaugurated at
the world premiere at Dallas Opera in 2010. She has also
sung the role of Pip at the San Francisco, San Diego, and
Washington National operas.
Future plans include further appearances as CioCio-San in Madame Butterfly and new roles in both
contemporary and standard works. Ms. Trevigne studied
at the Manhattan School of Music and graduated with
her Master’s in Music. While still a student she made her
operatic debut as Violetta in Verdi’s La traviata and Zerlina
in Mozart’s Don Giovanni at the Aspen Music Festival. She
was honored to be nominated for a 2016 Grammy Award
in the category Best Solo Classical CD for her rendition
of Christopher Rouse’s Kabir Padavali with the Albany
Symphony.
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Soloist
S. Richards

South African bass-baritone Musa Ngqungwana makes
his Philadelphia Orchestra debut with this performance.
Upcoming engagements include the title role in the
Glimmerglass Festival’s production of Gershwin’s
Porgy and Bess, his Canadian debut as Angelotti in the
Canadian Opera Company’s production of Puccini’s Tosca,
and Leporello in Florentine Opera’s production of Mozart’s
Don Giovanni. He recently made his debut at Dallas Opera
in the company’s production of Tchaikovsky’s Eugene
Onegin, where he will also reprise the role of Queequeg in
Heggie’s Moby Dick. Other recent performance highlights
include debuts at the Glimmerglass Festival as Gottardo
in Rossini’s The Thieving Magpie; at Los Angeles Opera as
Queequeg in Moby Dick; at both the Norwegian National
Opera and Palm Beach Opera as Zuniga in Bizet’s Carmen;
and at Washington National Opera as Colline in Puccini’s
La bohème, where he also appeared as Stephen Kumalo in
Weill’s Lost in the Stars. In addition, Mr. Mgqungwana sang
the role of Dulcamara in Donizetti’s The Elixir of Love at
both Gulfshore Opera and Florentine Opera.
Mr. Ngqungwana has appeared as the title role in Mozart’s
The Marriage of Figaro, Leporello in Mozart’s Don Giovanni,
and Don Profondo in Rossini’s Il viaggio a Reims with the
University of Cape Town Opera School; Il Gran Sacerdote
in Verdi’s Nabucco with Opera Philadelphia; and Ping
in Puccini’s Turandot with Teatro Filarmonico in Verona.
On the concert stage he recently appeared as soloist in
Handel’s Messiah at the U.S. Naval Academy and returned
to his native South Africa for recitals at the National Arts
Festival in Grahamstown.
In 2014 Mr. Ngqungwana was nominated for the Marian
Anderson Award at the Kennedy Center in Washington,
D.C. He was also the Grand Finals Winner of the
Metropolitan Opera National Council Auditions in 2013.
He graduated with honors in performance (first class)
from the University of Cape Town and is also a graduate
of the Academy of Vocal Arts (AVA) in Philadelphia. He
is the author of a memoir, Odyssey of an African Opera
Singer: From Zwide Township to the World Stage, which is
available on Amazon and CreateSpace.
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The Music

Overture to Girl Crazy

George Gershwin
Born in Brooklyn, New York,
September 26, 1898
Died in Hollywood,
California, July 11, 1937

In 1930, with the Great Depression coming down on
America, George and Ira Gershwin took one last look
backward and wrote their ultimate 1920s-style musical
comedy, a show that’s had resonance through the
decades. Girl Crazy featured more hit songs than any
other single Gershwin musical, and showcased the
Broadway debuts of not one, but two leading ladies:
Ginger Rogers and Ethel Merman. Even the pit orchestra
was stellar: Benny Goodman, Glenn Miller, Gene Krupa,
Tommy Dorsey, and Jack Teagarden were in it, and the
conductor (except for opening night, when George
Gershwin conducted) was Red Nichols.
The story concerned New York playboy Danny Churchill,
whose father, in an effort to steer his son away from
chasing skirts, sends him to a nearly all-male cow town in
Arizona. Of course, Churchill promptly falls for the town’s
only female (played by Rogers) and is shortly joined
by his New York friends, who bring additional ladies
(including a jaded bar singer played by Merman). The
exotic (for New York) locale allowed George and Ira to
explore cowboy and related themes in songs with titles
such as “Land of the Gay Caballero,” “Bronco Busters,”
and “Cactus Time in Arizona.”
But the hits were more in keeping with the pair’s
established style of high sophistication and New York
savvy: “Embraceable You,” one of their most enduring
ballads; “But Not for Me,” their best-known song of
unrequited love; “Bidin’ My Time,” with its easy swing; and
most of all, the Gershwin song we can least live without,
the punchy and inimitable “I Got Rhythm.”
In 1959 Ira recalled: “Girl Crazy was a lively show. Although
the dynamic Ethel Merman was appearing for the first time
on any stage, her assurance, timing, and delivery, both as
comedienne and singer—with a no-nonsense voice that
could reach not only standees but ticket-takers in the
lobby—convinced the opening night audience that it was
witnessing the discovery of a new star.”
Writing in the New York Times, Brooks Atkinson
proclaimed Girl Crazy a major hit: “All the old staples are
in it—the blighted romance at the end of the first act and
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the reunion for the curtain, and all the standard performing
parts from heroine to secondary comic. But the book, the
lyrics, and the music have been written with so much relish
and the performers have been so thoroughly infected
with the same spirit that Lo!, musical comedy appears to
actually be worth a playgoer’s time.”
Featuring three of the show’s hits and two of its localcolor specialty numbers, the Overture to Girl Crazy
became a mainstay of pops concerts. After flourishes
of “I Got Rhythm,” the Overture settles into the glowing
“Embraceable You.” As the ballad winds down, “I Got
Rhythm” returns for a full hearing, followed immediately by
the contrasting Latin-American sound of “Land of the Gay
Caballeros.” The latter song stops abruptly, and the strings
take up the poignant “But Not for Me.” An extended take
on “Bronco Busters” rounds out the Overture, capped by
some final bars of “I Got Rhythm.”
—Kenneth LaFave
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Selections from Porgy and Bess

George Gershwin

Despite his extraordinary success as Tin Pan Alley’s
most brilliant composer of the 1920s, George Gershwin
found himself continually struggling for acceptance as
a “serious” composer. By 1930 his stature as one of
America’s greatest songwriters had been well-established
through such Broadway hits as Lady, Be Good (1924),
Oh, Kay! (1926), and Strike Up the Band (1927). Just
as important, though, he had tasted success in more
conventional forms: With Rhapsody in Blue (1924) and the
Concerto in F (1925), he had virtually given birth to a new
genre, the jazz concerto. But these latter compositions
were criticized severely by arbiters of highbrow musical
taste, largely because of their use of jazz idioms. It was
not until recently, in fact, that Gershwin’s art came to
be accepted as equal to that of the more traditional
composers of his day (Aaron Copland, Roger Sessions,
and Virgil Thomson, to name a few). Nevertheless
throughout his life Gershwin remained true to himself,
despite the fact that his musical credentials were
continually being called into question—a nagging situation
that caused him more than once to seek out advanced
formal training in counterpoint and orchestration.
Porgy and Bess, which the composer called a “folk
opera,” would become the most emphatic expression of
Gershwin’s unique blend of jazz with traditional styles. It
has become an American classic partly for the success
with which it synthesized a wide range of musical elements
(blues, aria, recitative, traditional counterpoint) that had
until that time been viewed as essentially irreconcilable.
Composed from 1933 to 1935 and first performed in New
York’s Alvin Theatre on October 10, 1935, the work was
truly an opera in the sense that it was sung throughout,
with vocal recitative in place of the spoken dialogue
that was more typical of Broadway musicals. But more
important, its musical texture was far more ambitious than
anything Gershwin had previously attempted. Not only did
the opera contain some of the most memorable songs
ever written by an American, but its orchestral fabric was
full of the complicated felicities of grand opera such as
leitmotifs (characteristic themes that reappear throughout)
and counterpoint. There were even moments in which the
composer employed the twelve-tone method of Arnold
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Schoenberg, and it is at these points that the score most
closely resembles that of Alban Berg’s Wozzeck, whose
U.S. premiere (in Philadelphia, under Leopold Stokowski’s
baton) Gershwin had attended while completing the music
for Porgy and Bess.
It was in the fall of 1926 that Gershwin had come upon
Dubose Heyward’s novel Porgy, which had been published
the year before. Recognizing the work’s potential for the
musical stage, Gershwin immediately wrote to Heyward
proposing a collaboration; it took nearly 10 years before
the musical Porgy would come into being, and in the
meantime Dubose and Dorothy Heyward turned the novel
into a highly successful Broadway play, which opened in
1927. Not until 1933 was Gershwin finally able to begin
serious work on the opera, much of the music for which
was forged during the summer of 1934. In July and
August of that year, Heyward and the Gershwins (George
and his brother Ira) spent time on the barrier islands off
the coast of Charleston, South Carolina, living among,
and making music with, the region’s black population.
While the extent to which this experience could have
engendered an authentic understanding of the lives
of African Americans in the south is subject to debate,
Gershwin seemed to have absorbed this rich heritage with
a relatively unprejudiced mind, and his affection for the
people and their music was genuine. It was the moment
at which the love of blues and jazz that he had discovered
in his teens became an essential part of his mature
artistic personality.
Porgy and Bess draws its use of dialect directly from
Heyward’s novel and play, and although it might sound
oddly and uncomfortably dated to contemporary listeners,
it grew from the spirit of an era in which artists and
intellectuals were seeking in earnest to explore and better
understand the various indigenous peoples of the nation.
Gershwin’s use of the word “folk” in naming his opera was
significant, for on one very important level he felt that he
was re-creating the art of “the people.” Here one must
attempt to view Porgy and Bess for what it is, and not
criticize it for what it is not. If it seems unfortunate to us
that the most prominent African-American opera to date
grew from the collaboration of a white novelist and a white
composer, one should not overlook the genuine human
core of the story, which remains fresh and universal.
There is something extraordinarily contemporary, uniquely
American even, about this story of the love between two
people functioning on the periphery of the social order.
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Both Porgy, the handicapped beggar, and Bess, the “loose
woman,” have been rejected by human company; they find
love partly through their mutual understanding of being
rejected, of being “other.” If the story can play to us on
this basic human level, we can look through its politically
charged language and jarringly unmodern stereotypes.
Porgy and Bess remains one of the most successful
works of American theater. Its melodies, “more memorable
than those of any 20th-century opera” (in the words of
critic Wilfrid Mellers), are so intensely charged that they
have readily functioned as independent “hit tunes.” The
finished product—with its remarkable songs, instrumental
interludes, and complex vocal ensemble scenes—was a
collaboration of Heyward and both Gershwins. The lyrics
for several of the songs, including “It Ain’t Necessarily So”
and “There’s a Boat Dat’s Leaving Soon for New York,”
were by Ira Gershwin, and the writers were co-credited
for the words for “I Got Plenty O’ Nuttin’” and “Bess, You
Is My Woman Now.” The problematic nature of Porgy’s
genre was a limiting factor in its early performance history:
The operatically gauged demands of the vocal parts were
antithetical to the theatrical tradition of performing a work
every night. Partly because of this, the work was drastically
cut—nearly one-quarter of the total!—for the initial New
York performances. Not until 1976, when Houston Grand
Opera revived the work in its entirety, did the composer’s
complete version regain its validity for the stage.
The story is set in Catfish Row, a black neighborhood
of Charleston, during the 1920s. The men work hard
by day, drink and gamble by night; the women coo over
their babies and attempt to keep the men in order. In the
opera’s first act Crown, Bess’s stevedore lover, is forced to
flee after he kills Robbins during a drunken craps game.
Having nowhere to stay, Bess accepts Porgy’s invitation to
enter his house; she finds love and warmth within, as well
as protection from the aggressive advances of Sportin’
Life, the neighborhood’s fast-living drug dealer. She falls
in love with the crippled beggar, who shows her a genuine
compassion and respect she has never known from a man.
On a picnic to Kittiwah Island she encounters Crown
once again, who has been hiding out there. Overcome
by his powers of persuasion, she stays the night with
him. With genuine remorse and in a state of nervous
collapse she returns to Porgy the next day, whom she
truly loves. Knowing that she has been with Crown, Porgy
nevertheless forgives Bess and takes her back in.
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A storm brews while the fishermen are out to sea. Crown,
who reemerges from his hiding-place during the storm,
takes to the sea to attempt to rescue the men. That night
he returns to reclaim Bess; but Porgy, who lies in wait, kills
him. The police appear and take Porgy in for questioning.
While he is gone, Sportin’ Life convinces Bess that he will
not return, and takes her off to New York with him. When
Porgy is freed from jail he returns to find Bess gone;
the opera ends not tragically but on a note of hope, as
the protagonist sets out for New York in his goat cart to
reclaim the woman he loves.
—Paul J. Horsley
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An American in Paris

George Gershwin

George Gershwin’s career was an American success
story, one tragically cut short by early death in his 30s,
like Mozart and Schubert before him. Born in Brooklyn
to Russian-Jewish immigrants, he grew up in a poor
household. As was also the case with Aaron Copland, his
slightly younger Brooklyn contemporary, music offered
opportunities for advancement. But while Copland went
abroad to study in Paris, Gershwin dropped out of high
school and started working his way up as a “song-plugger,”
playing Tin Pan Alley songs at a music store. Soon he
was writing his own songs (his first big hit was “Swanee”
in 1919) and enjoying fame on Broadway. Success
followed success—and not just in the theater. Gershwin
made history at age 25, on February 12, 1924, when
Paul Whiteman and his Palais Royal Orchestra premiered
Rhapsody in Blue. The Concerto in F for Piano and
Orchestra, originally titled New York Concerto, followed
the next year.
After his triumph with Rhapsody in Blue it was Gershwin’s
turn for a European adventure and to write a piece that
he described as “impressions of an American visitor in
Paris as he strolls about the city, listens to the various
street noises, and absorbs the French atmosphere.” He
first visited the City of Light following the premiere of
the Rhapsody and then returned early in 1926, when he
got the idea for the work we hear tonight. In a postcard
thanking his hosts, Robert and Mabel Schirmer, Gershwin
wrote out a melody that he identified as “An American in
Paris” and marked it “Very Parisienne.”
Gershwin returned to the tune nearly two years later when
he started serious work on what he originally considered
an “orchestral ballet.” Now living in New York, far from the
Seine, he looked out on the Hudson from his home on
103rd Street:
I love that river and I thought how often I had been
homesick for a single sight of it, and then the idea
struck me—an American in Paris, homesickness, the
blues. So there you are. I thought of a walk on the
Champs Élysées, the honking of the taxi. … There
are episodes on the left bank, and then come the
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blues—thinking of home, perhaps the Hudson. There
is a meeting with a friend, and after a second fit of
blues [a] decision that in Paris one may as well do as
the Parisians do.
In March 1928 Gershwin returned to Europe for three
months where he worked on the piece. He went shopping
with Mabel Schirmer in search of the taxi horns that he
marvelously used to convey “the traffic sound of the
Place de la Concorde during rush hour.” The composition
was completed back in New York and then orchestrated.
(Whiteman’s favored arranger, Ferde Grofé, had scored
Rhapsody in Blue, but this time Gershwin wanted to do it
himself.)
Everything was finished by late November, just a couple
of weeks before Walter Damrosch conducted the
premiere of the “tone poem for orchestra” with the New
York Philharmonic. According to one review, a capacity
audience at Carnegie Hall welcomed the work with “a
demonstration of enthusiasm impressively genuine in
contrast to the conventional applause which new music,
good and bad, ordinarily arouses.” Other conductors soon
began to champion the piece across America and the next
year Gershwin made his debut as a conductor leading it
with the Philharmonic at Lewisohn Stadium. Given the
original conception as a ballet, it is hardly surprising that
the piece inspired various choreographers, including Gene
Kelly in a 1951 MGM movie directed by Vincent Minnelli
entitled An American in Paris.
Gershwin acknowledged that the piece, “really a rhapsodic
ballet,” was composed “very freely” and was the “most
modern music” he had yet attempted, influenced both by
Debussy and the French composers known as Les Six.
The work can be divided into five parts, but as Howard
Pollack observes in his excellent Gershwin biography,
they “basically form a large ABA structure: the first A
(comprising the first two sections) depicting the American
‘drinking in the sights, and other things’ of Paris; the
B episode (comprising sections three and four), his
homesickness; and the return of A (section five), his
cheerful resignation.”
In an article in Musical America Gershwin described the
composition in this way:
The opening gay section … is followed by a rich
“blues” with a strong rhythmic undercurrent. Our
American friend, perhaps after strolling into a café,
and having a few drinks, has suddenly succumbed
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to a spasm of homesickness. The harmony here is
both more intense and simple than in the preceding
pages. This “blues” rises to a climax followed by a
coda in which the spirit of the music returns to the
vivacity and bubbling exuberance of the opening
part with its impressions of Paris. Apparently the
homesick American, having left the café and reached
the open air, has downed his spell of the blues and
once again is an alert spectator of Parisian life. At the
conclusion, the street noises and French atmosphere
are triumphant.
—Christopher H. Gibbs

Program notes © 2017. All rights reserved. Program notes may
not be reprinted without written permission from The Philadelphia
Orchestra Association and/or Kenneth LaFave.
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Tickets & Patron Services
We want you to enjoy each and
every concert experience you
share with us. We would love
to hear about your experience
at the Orchestra and it would
be our pleasure to answer any
questions you may have.
Please don’t hesitate to contact
us via phone at 215.893.1999,
in person in the lobby, or at
patronserverices@philorch.org.
Subscriber Services:
215.893.1955, M-F, 9 AM-5 PM
Patron Services:
215.893.1999, Daily, 9 AM-8 PM
Web Site: For information about
The Philadelphia Orchestra and
its upcoming concerts or events,
please visit philorch.org.
Individual Tickets: Don’t
assume that your favorite
concert is sold out. Subscriber
turn-ins and other special
promotions can make lastminute tickets available. Call us
at 215.893.1999 and ask for
assistance.
Subscriptions: The
Philadelphia Orchestra offers a
variety of subscription options
each season. These multiconcert packages feature the
best available seats, ticket
exchange privileges, discounts
on individual tickets, and many
other benefits. Learn more at
philorch.org.
Ticket Turn-In: Subscribers
who cannot use their tickets
are invited to donate them
and receive a tax-deductible
acknowledgement by calling
215.893.1999. Twenty-four-hour
notice is appreciated, allowing
other patrons the opportunity
to purchase these tickets and
guarantee tax-deductible credit.
PreConcert Conversations:
PreConcert Conversations are
held prior to most Philadelphia
Orchestra subscription concert,
beginning one hour before the
performance. Conversations are
free to ticket-holders, feature
discussions of the season’s
music and music-makers,

and are supported in part by
the Hirschberg-Goodfriend
Fund established by Juliet J.
Goodfriend.
Lost and Found: Please call
215.670.2321.
Late Seating: Late seating
breaks usually occur after the
first piece on the program or at
intermission in order to minimize
disturbances to other audience
members who have already
begun listening to the music.
If you arrive after the concert
begins, you will be seated only
when appropriate breaks in the
program allow.
Accessible Seating:
Accessible seating is available
for every performance.
Please call Patron Services at
215.893.1999 or visit philorch.
org for more information.
Assistive Listening: With
the deposit of a current ID,
hearing enhancement devices
are available at no cost from the
House Management Office in
Commonwealth Plaza. Hearing
devices are available on a firstcome, first-served basis.
Large-Print Programs:
Large-print programs for
every subscription concert
are available in the House
Management Office in
Commonwealth Plaza. Please
ask an usher for assistance.
Fire Notice: The exit indicated
by a red light nearest your seat is
the shortest route to the street.
In the event of fire or other
emergency, please do not run.
Walk to that exit.
No Smoking: All public space
in the Kimmel Center is smokefree.
Cameras and Recorders:
The taking of photographs or
the recording of Philadelphia
Orchestra concerts is strictly
prohibited. By attending this
Philadelphia Orchestra concert
you consent to be photographed,
filmed, and/or otherwise
recorded. Your entry constitutes

your consent to such and to
any use, in any and all media
throughout the universe in
perpetuity, of your appearance,
voice, and name for any purpose
whatsoever in connection with
The Philadelphia Orchestra.
Phones and Paging Devices:
All electronic devices—including
cellular telephones, pagers, and
wristwatch alarms—should be
turned off while in the concert
hall. The exception would be our
LiveNote™ performances. Please
visit philorch.org/livenote for
more information.
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Rui Dong-Scott
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Rachelle Seney

